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Abstract.-A well-known approach to inferringphylogenies involves finding a phylogeny
with the largest number of charactersthat are perfectlycompatible with it. Variations of this
problem depend on whether charactersare: cladistic (rooted) or qualitative (unrooted); binary
(two states)or unconstrained(more than one state).The computationalcost of known algorithms
that guarantee solutions to these problems increases at least exponentiallywith problem size;
practicalcomputationalconsiderationsrestrictthe use of such algorithmsto analyzing problems
of small size. We establish that the fourbasic variantsof the compatibilityproblem are all NPcomplete and, thus, are so difficultcomputationallythat forthem efficientoptimal algorithms
are not likely to exist. [Charactercompatibility;computational complexity;evolutionarytree;
NP-complete; phylogeneticinference.]
Resume.-Une approche bien connue a l'etude de l'evolution des especes est basee sur la
recherchede l'arbre phylogenetique avec lequel il y a un nombre maximal de caracterescompatibles. Des variantesde ce probleme impliquent des caracteressoit cladistiques (avec racine),
soit qualitatifs(sans racine); des caracteressoit binaires (deux valeurs), soit sans contrainte(plus
qu'une valeur). Les algorithmesconnus pour resoudre ces problemes exigent un temps d'ordinateur qui augmente de faqon exponentielle en fonctionde la taille du probleme; ainsi, a toute
finpratique, on est contrainta des petitsproblemes. Nous demontronsque les quatre variantes
du probleme de compatibilitesont toutes NP-completes,donc il est presque certainqu'ils sont
trop difficilespour que des algorithmesefficacespuissent exister.

Le Quesne (1969:201) called a character
uniquely derived ifit "evolved only in one
direction on a single occasion in its history,"and he suggested that phylogenies
be inferredby findingones on which the
largestpossible numbersof characterscan
be uniquely derived. Constructingsuch a
once an apphylogeny is straightforward
propriate subcollection of charactershas
been identified,since a uniquely derived
characterdeterminesa branch in the phylogeny. Thus, the interestingproblemsare
to: determine what "appropriate" means
in this context; and develop an efficient
algorithmforfindinga largest "appropriate" subcollection of characters.
Although the firstproblem (involving
terminology)has been solved, the second
(involving algorithmdesign) has not; below we provide evidence that its solution
is unlikely. First,we summarize concepts
1Permanentaddress: Departmentof ComputerScience, Memorial University of Newfoundland, St.
John's,Newfoundland AIC 5S7, Canada.

germane to specifyingappropriatesubcollections of charactersand define character
compatibilityfor various charactertypes.
Next we discuss concepts germane to analyzing the computational complexity of
decision problems; in particular,we definea class of computationallydifficultdecision problems that are called NP-complete. Finally, we establish, as our main
results,that four basic character-compatibilitydecision problems are NP-complete.
CHARACTER COMPATIBILITY

Le Quesne's (1969, 1972) development
of the uniquely-derivedcharacterconcept
has stimulated Estabrook, Johnson, and
McMorris to investigatethe mathematical
foundationsof charactercompatibility(Estabrook et al., 1975, 1976a, b; McMorris,
1975, 1977; Estabrookand McMorris,1977,
1980). Their formalization of character
compatibilityhas an elegant and provocative expression in termsof partial orders
and finitesets (Estabrook and McMorris,
1980). A tree poset (P, ') involves a set P
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partially ordered by a relation c satisfying, for all elements a, b, and c of P, the
tree condition that a ' c and b ' c must
imply a ' b or b ' a. A character-state
tree
(P, c?) is a treeposet in which everysubset
Q of P has a unique most-recentancestral
state p in P (i.e., p ' q forall q in Q and if
any other p' ' q for all q in Q, then p' '
p). The universal lower bound of a character-statetree is its ancestral state. Let S
be a set of objects for which we wish to
infera phylogeny.A cladisticcharacteron
S is a map K fromS to a character-state
tree
P such thatforeach p in P, thereis a subset
T of S for which p is the most-recentancestralstateof {K(t) : t is in T}; the requirement prevents P fromcontaining unnecessary states. Informally,a character-state
tree P describes the evolution of its character states, while a cladistic characterK
associates the objects in S with character
states in P. A binary cladistic characteris
one whose character-state
treehas just two
states-ancestral and derived.
Character compatibilityconnotes a relationship between charactersthatexistsif
there is a phylogeny on which they could
evolve with each state arising no more
than once. Charactercompatibilitycan be
definedusing set-theoretic
concepts.A tree
of subsets of S is a set K of nonemptysubsets of S such that:S is in K; ifA and B are
in K, then their set intersectionis in { 0,
A, B}. The set of possible cladistic characters on S is in one-to-one correspondence
with the set of possible trees of subsets of
S (Estabrookand McMorris,1980:Theorem
1). Let K and L be cladistic characterswith
corresponding trees of subsets K and L;
then K is a refinementof L if L is a subset
of K. A collection of cladistic charactersis
compatible if a cladistic character exists
that is a refinementof every characterin
the collection. A major result,which Felsenstein (1982) called the Pairwise CompatibilityTheorem, is that a collection of
cladistic characters is compatible if and
only if the characters are compatible by
pairs (Estabrooket al., 1976b:Theorem2.4;
Estabrookand McMorris,1980:Theorem4).
The concept of cladisticcharactercan be
generalized by dropping the requirements
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thatits character-state
tree-berootedor that
it have a character-statetree at all. In the
latter case, a qualitative character is defined to be a map K fromS to a set P of
characterstates;since no otherrestrictions
are imposed, a qualitative character has
states,but not a character-statetree. For a
binaryqualitative character,P is a two-element set. A collection of qualitative charactersis compatible if theircharacter-state
sets can be ordered to make the collection
a compatibleset of cladisticcharacters.The
Pairwise CompatibilityTheorem does not
hold forqualitativecharacters(Fitch,1975;
McMorris, 1975), but it does hold for binary qualitative characters (McMorris,
1977:Theorem 1).
DECISION PROBLEMS

Consider the problemof findinga clique
in a graph (Karp, 1972; Garey and Johnson, 1979:194).
Clique
Instance.-A graph G = (V, E) consistingof a set
V of m verticesand a set E of edges joining some
of these vertices;and a positive integerB < m.
Question.-Does G contain a clique of size B or
more (i.e., a subset V' of V containing B or more
verticessuch thateverytwo verticesin V' are joined
by an edge in E)?

Clique is a decision problem since each
solution is either "yes" or "no." Its description illustratesa standard formatfor
specifying decision problems: one part
specifies a generic instance of the problem; the other states a yes-no question in
termsof the generic instance.
Although finding solutions to Clique
seems difficult,verifying solutions to
Clique is easily done in polynomial time
(i.e., by an algorithmrequiring a number
of steps that can be bounded in advance
by a polynomial functionof m). NP is the
set of all decision problems having polynomial time verificationalgorithms,and
so Clique is in NP. Clique is among the
most difficultNP problems to solve because every other NP problem is a special
case of Clique (i.e., for any such problem
there is a polynomial-timeprocedure to
converteach instance of thatproblem into
an equivalent instance of Clique). Thus,
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any polynomial-time algorithm solving
Clique would solve every NP problem in
polynomial time. Such difficultNP problems are called NP-complete.
NP-completeness is defined in the following way. Let Di denote the set of all
instances of a decision problemP,. A polynomial transformationfrom Pi to Pk is a
map f from D, to Dk such that: f is computable by a polynomial-timealgorithm;
foreach instance 1in D,, the Pi solution for
I is "yes" if and only if the Pksolution for
f(l) is "yes." In such cases, we say that P,
transformsto Pk; informally,P, is a special
case of P,k If Pi transformsto P, and also P,
transformsto P1,we say that P, and P, are
computationally equivalent. A decision
problemP is NP-completeifP is in NP and
P' transformsto P forall P' in NP. Clique
is NP-complete (Karp, 1972). The NP-completeness of any other decision problem P
can be established by showing thatP is in
NP and that Clique, or any otherNP-complete problem,transformsto P (Garey and
Johnson,1979:38). This proofstrategyhas
been used to establish that several problems in phylogenetic systematicsare NPcomplete. Graham and Foulds (1982)
showed the SteinerProblem in Phylogeny
(SPP) to be NP-complete by transforming
Exact Cover By 3-Sets, a known NP-complete problem (Garey and Johnson,1979:
221), to it. Day (1983) showed the Wagner
Tree Problem and the Additive Evolutionary Tree Problem to be NP-complete by
transformingSPP to each of them.
Problems of inferringphylogenies by
charactercompatibilitycan be statedas decision problems. Four interesting cases
vary according to whether characters in
the problem are: binaryor unconstrained;
and cladistic or qualitative. Although we
defined charactersin terms of partial orders, they are specified conveniently by
matrix.Thus,
the usual character-by-object
the fourbasic compatibilitydecision problems have these formulations.
BinaryCladisticCompatibility
(BCC)
Instance.-Number n of objects;descriptionof m
binarycladistic charactersby an m-by-ncharacterby-objectmatrixX; positive integerB < m.
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Question.-Does the collection of charactersdescribed by X have a compatible subcollection of B
or more characters?

CladisticCompatibility
Unconstrained
(UCC)
Instance.-Number n of objects;descriptionof m
cladistic charactersby an m-by-ncharacter-by-object matrixX; positive integerB < m.
Question.-Same as forBCC.

BinaryQualitativeCompatibility
(BQC)
Instance.-Number n of objects;descriptionof m
binary qualitative charactersby an m-by-ncharmatrixX; positive integerB c m.
acter-by-object
Question.-Same as forBCC.

QualitativeCompatibility
Unconstrained
(UQC)
Instance.-Number n of objects;descriptionof m
qualitative charactersby an m-by-ncharacter-byobject matrixX; positive integerB -< m.
Question.-Same as forBCC.
NP-COMPLETENESS RESULTS

NP-completeness proofs often focus on
special cases of the problem of interest.
We focus on binary compatibilityproblems, since they transformto corresponding unconstrained problems.
Proposition1.-BCC transformsto UCC;
BQC transformsto UQC.
Proof.-Use an identitymapping fto associate each instance 1of the firstproblem
with an instance f(l) of the second problem. This mapping preserves "yes" solutions since everybinarycharacteralso satisfies the definition of an unconstrained
character.U
Our firstnontrivialresultestablishesthe
computationalequivalence of binarycompatibilityproblems.
Proposition2.-BQC and BCC are computationallyequivalent.
Proof.-BQC transformsto BCC by the
following argument.To each instance I =
(m, n, X, B) of BQC there corresponds an
instance f(l) = (m, n, X', B) of BCC. X' is
constructedfromX by requiring the most
frequentlyoccurringstate of each character in X to become the ancestral state of
that characterin X'. To show that f preserves "'yes" solutions, let Y be a subcollection of charactersin 1,with Y' the cor-
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responding subcollection of charactersin
f(l). Then Y is a compatible collection of
binary qualitative characters:if and only
if the charactersin Y are pairwise compatible (McMorris, 1977:Theorem 1); if and
only if the charactersin Y' are pairwise
compatible (McMorris, 1977:Lemma); if
and only if Y' is a compatible collection of
cladisticcharacters(Estabrooket al., 1976b:
Theorem 2.4).
BCC transformsto BQC by the following argument.To each instance I = (m, n,
X, B) of BCC therecorrespondsan instance
f(l) = (m, 2n,X', B) of BQC. X' is constructed by appending to X the columns for n
new objects exhibitingthe ancestralstates
of the characters in X. Let Y and Y' be
defined as before. Y is a compatible set of
cladistic charactersif and only if Y' is a
compatible set of cladistic characters;that
f preserves "yes" solutions now follows
using McMorris' (1977) Lemma and Theorem 1. U
We use the Pairwise Compatability
Theorem to convert the problem of finding a maximal set of compatible cladistic
charactersinto the problem of finding a
clique in a graph.
3.-BCC and UCC each transProposition
formto Clique.
Proof.-To each instance I = (m, n, X, B)
of BCC or UCC there corresponds an instance f(l) = (G, B) of Clique. G is a graph
with verticesV = {v, . . ., Vm} corresponding to the cladistic charactersK1, ..., Km
described by X, and with edges E = {{v,,
Vk} vi and Vk are in V, Ki and Kk are compatible}. The Pairwise Compatibility
Theorem (Estabrooket al., 1976b:Theorem
2.4) ensures that G contains a clique of B
or more verticesif and only if X contains
a compatible subcollection of B or more
cladistic characters. Thus the mapping f
preserves "yes" solutions. U
As a consequence of Proposition 3, algorithms finding maximal cliques in
graphs can be employed to find collections of cladistic charactersor (as a consequence of Proposition 2) binary qualitativecharacters.Viewed computationally,
this approach is ineffectivesince no efficient algorithmis known to find maximal
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cliques in graphs: recall thatClique is NPcomplete and so is a hardest problem in
NP. But Proposition 3 does establish that
BCC and UCC are special cases of Clique;
consequentlyBCC and UCC problemsmay
have special structureenabling them to be
solved by polynomial time algorithms,
even though such algorithms are not
known for the perhaps more general
Clique problem. The next resultsdash this
hope by establishingthatClique, BCC, and
UCC are all computationallyequivalent.
Proposition
4.-Clique transforms
to BCC.
Proof.-To each instance I = (G, B) of
Clique, where G = (V, E), there corresponds an instance f(l) = (m, n, X, B) of
BCC. Set m = IVI; if V {v=,. . ., vm},then
X contains rows to describe charactersK1,
... , Km.Set n = 3m(m - 1)/2; X has three
columns for each unordered pair of vertices in V. X is specified so that Ki and Kk
are compatible if and only if {vi, Vk} is in
E. Initialize all entries in X to 0. We use
the result(Estabrooket al., 1976b:Theorem
2.3) that binary cladistic charactersKi and
Kk are incompatibleif and only if all three
of the elements (0, 1), (1, 1), (1, 0) are in
(Ki x Kk)(S). For each edge {vi, Vk} not in
E, enterin the threecolumns forthatedge:
011 in the row for K,; 110 in the row for
Kk. Then for V' a subset of V and F' the
corresponding subcollection of the characters described by X, V' is a clique in G:
if and only ifE has an edge between every
pair of verticesin V' (by definition);if and
only if every pair of characters in F' is
compatible (by construction);if and only
if F' is a compatible collection of cladistic
characters (Estabrook et al., 1976b:Theorem 2.4). Thus, the mapping f preserves
"yes" solutions. U
Proposition5. -BCC, BQC, UCC, and
UQC are NP-complete.
Proof.-Clearly the fourproblems are in
NP. Clique is NP-complete (Karp, 1972).
Propositions 1, 2, and 4 establish that
Clique transformsto each of the four
problems. U
DISCUSSION

These results are discouraging, computationally,because they support the con-
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jecture that efficientalgorithms cannot
be designed to obtain globally optimal
solutions for important compatibility
problems. At the same time, they may
encourage practitionersto explore other
approaches which require only reasonable
amounts of computingtime. For example,
algorithmsproducing locally optimal solutions can be very efficient,and the results can be used with some confidenceif
an algorithmconverges to the same local
solution froma varietyof startingpoints.
As Graham and Foulds (1982:137) observed:
... the factthat a problem is NP-complete is considered justificationforheuristicprocedures to be
applied to it, that is, procedures which do not
guaranteeto produce an optimalsolution forevery
instance of the problem. The challenge is to find
heuristics with good performance guarantees
which are also [efficient].

Alternatively,some algorithmsproducbeing global optima,although inefficient
cause they require exponential execution
time in the worst case, may in factbe relatively efficientfor most sets of data, including those encounteredin practice.For
example, algorithmsfindingall the maximal cliques in a graph can be shown to
require exponential execution time in the
worst case, but their average execution
time, under reasonable probabilistic hypotheses about the graphs to be processed,
maybe modest,or the probabilitythatthey
terminate quickly may be quite high.
When used for compatibility investigations, algorithms finding all maximal
cliques seem to exhibit such behavior.
Still anotherapproach to circumventing
excessive computationalrequirementsis to
consider somewhat constrainedproblems.
There are many ways to constrain the
clique and compatibility problems describedin thispaper. For example,if either
m, the number of characters, or n, the
numberof objects,is constrainedto be less
than some fixedconstant,then it is easy to
show that the problems become globally
solvable in time which is polynomial in n
or m, respectively. Much weaker constraintscan also achieve this type of efficiency.
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We conclude by mentioning several
open problems concerning the inference
of phylogenies. Now that the NP-completeness of the Wagner Tree and related
problems has been established (Graham
and Foulds, 1982; Day, 1983), as well as the
compatibilityproblems considered herein,
it remains to prove (or disprove) similar
results for the Camin-Sokal (Camin and
Sokal, 1965), Dollo (Le Quesne, 1974, 1977;
Farris, 1977a, b), and chromosome-inversion (Farris,1978) parsimonymethods for
inferringphylogenies.
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